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Students given three square meals

OPINION

Not fine by me
“Room fines, in these tough
economic times, are the next
growth industry for thrifty universities.”

WORLD

Meal plan
system requires
on-campus
students to
purchase 21
meals a week
By Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor

Space as the next battlefield
“‘Military
competition
has
shifted towards space. Such a
shift is a major trend now, and
such expansion is a historical
inevitability,’ said Xu Qiliang,
air force commander of China’s
People’s Liberation Army.”

LIFE & TIMES

Winter Blunderland
“Don’t let Al Gore or global
warming fool you – winter is
coming. And oh baby, it’s coming fast.”

IN BRIEF
Katrina
alive

stories

come

The Advanced Performing Literature class will be dramatically telling the stories of those
affected by Hurricane Katrina.
The presentation will re-create
12 stories based on interviews
conducted with New Orleans
residents. The presentation is

At the beginning of each
semester, all on-campus
students make a payment of
almost $1,500, which covers
their meals for half of the
school year. The meal plan
covers 21 meals per week, three
meals a day.
It is safe to say that most
students do not go to the Dining
Commons 21 times a week.
Therefore, many feel that they
are being cheated by paying for
meals they are not eating.
“I skip breakfast a lot, so
that’s kind of annoying because
I know that’s money that I’m
paying but not really using,” said
junior Mindy Kreilein.
Most students are not aware
of how the meal payment system
works. According to Nathan
Maurer, assistant director of
Dining Services, the cost of
students’ meal plans is based

One swipe per meal has Taylor students asking about a credit-based meal system.
on the assumption that they will
attend breakfast 25 percent of
the time, lunch 75 percent of the
time, and dinner 75 percent of
the time.
“Your meal plan is priced on
those numbers,” Maurer said. “If
everybody were to eat breakfast,
the cost of your board would go
up.”
According
to
Maurer,
Taylor’s board cost is lower than

most small private schools in the
Midwest.
Some colleges have their meal
plans based on a “point system”
where students put money on
their card at the beginning of
the semester and keep putting
money on as they need it. This
system allows students to “swipe
in” friends or family members
who do not have university meal
cards.

Katy Andres

At Indiana Wesleyan (IWU),
students can purchase one of
three point system meal plans.
According to IWU sophomore
Elizabeth Sippel, the most
popular meal plan is the “Block
200.” With this plan, students
purchase 200 meals for the
semester (about two meals per
day), and they also receive 100
points. These points can be used
at the campus coffee shop, the

bookstore, and other campus
snack shops. Students are able
to swipe in friends and family
members. This meal plan costs
$1,700 per semester.
While many prefer having the
point system, Taylor sees more
pros in the 21-meal system that
is in place.
According to Maurer, though
the point system that many
schools use prevents students
from wasting a lot of money, the
food quality is diminished due
to the food having to be changed
to improve profits. He says the
point system also limits food
selection – food that is not going
to be eaten will not be prepared.
Many students on the 21-meal
plan feel they are not getting
what they pay for. As a result,
some students fear that a lot of
food goes to waste. Despite the
fears, the 21-meal plan allows
students the option of going to
any meal they want, every day.
The 21-meal plan system also
promotes good nutrition.
“If you purchase a 14-meal
plan … more people would not
come for breakfast,” Maurer
said. “Breakfast is supposed to
be your best meal of the day.”
Sophomore Matt Anderson
admits that the primary reason
he wakes up early to go to
breakfast every day is because
he has already paid for it and
does not want to waste money.

American health care getting a makeover
Health care bills
spark debate
in Congress,
across the
nation
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor

designed to honor and express

The next few months may
decide the future of health care
in the United States.
When President Barack
Obama was elected last year, his
platform featured the promise
to make major changes in the
health care system. However,
what those changes will be and
what the future of health care
will look like in America is still
to be determined.
On Nov. 7, the House of
Representatives passed a bill

that took the government
another step toward sweeping
reform. The bill would spread
health coverage to ensure that
96 percent of Americans have
health coverage.
Currently, debate is raging
as the Senate works to pass its
version of the bill. The more
conservative Senate version of
the bill is less expensive and less
expansive.
If the Senate bill is passed,
the two bills would have to be

reconciled into one bill and
approved by Obama for it to take
effect.
The issue over health care
stems from the fact that nearly
45 million Americans do not
have health insurance. Another
problem is the rising cost of
health insurance that has put it
out of reach for small businesses
and low-income families.
The U.S. spends more on
health care than any other
nation. The total health care

spending per American is
$7,026 a year. This means many
Americans receive some of the
top health care in the world.
The government has taken
it upon itself to spread this
top-rate care to nearly every
American while keeping the cost
low. Creating a more competitive
health insurance market is one
of their goals.
What has emerged out of

See Health, page 2

the spirit of the people who survived the crisis and bring attention to what happened in New

Understanding the health Care debate

Orleans. Performances will be
Thursday, Dec. 10 and Saturday, Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. Compli-

“Public oPtion”

Regulations on
insuRance agencies

Who is
coveRed?

A government-run
insurance option.

Tougher regulations:
People with pre-existing
conditions cannot be
refused coverage. Insurers
cannot drop coverage
when people get ill.

Every
American
has an
“individual
mandate”
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the theatre box office.

Taylor’s study abroad
program recognized
Taylor’s off-campus studies pro-

obama’s
PRoPosal

mentary tickets are available at

$900
billion

Cutting waste from
Medicare and levying
fees on insurance
agencies for offering
“gold-plated” plans.

gram was highly ranked by the

for the fourth consecutive year.
Taylor ranked 27th nationally
in the total number of students
studying abroad. Taylor also had

house bill

cation (IIE) report, Open Doors,

A government-regulated
marketplace for shopping
for insurance. Includes a
government-run option.

tentative
senate bill

Institute of International Edu-

May have a “public
option,” but would give
individual states a chance
to opt out.

Establish nonprofit health
care cooperatives. Stripped
of anti-trust protection.

96%

Over $1
trillion

Cutting spending on
Medicare and Medicaid.
Individuals making over
$500,000 a year, and
families making over $1
million face a 5.4 percent
income tax surcharge.

the 14th highest percentage of
undergraduate students studying abroad (81.4 percent) and
placed 17th in the short-term
trip category.

WEEKENDWEATHER
TODAY		
34/ 19

PARTLY CLOUDY

SATURDAY
35/21

SUNDAY
38/28

MOSTLY CLOUDY

94%

$829
billion

Medicare:
government health insurance for people over
age 65
Medicaid:
government health program for people with
low incomes
“Public option”:
the proposed government-run health
insurance system
Insurance exchange:
the proposed government-regulated
marketplace that would allow people to shop
for both private insurance or the “public
option”
Insurance cooperative:
a nonprofit insurance system that is owned
by the people it insures
Insurance subsidies:
money or credit lower-income people would
receive in order to purchase insurance
Indiviual mandate:
the government requiring individuals to
purchase health insurance or face a fee
Chart by Luke Shuman

Remedy.fm needs cure for drop in funding
Christian
Internet radio
station seeks
new donors

By Mandolyn Hecox
Contributor
PARTLY CLOUDY

Establish non-profit health
care cooperatives. stripped
of anti-trust protection

Cutting spending on
Medicare and Medicaid.
Levying fees on
insurance plans offering
“gold-plated” policies.

teRms

Remedy.fm, a Fort Waynebased Internet radio station
with ties to Taylor, is currently
searching for new sponsors to
keep the organization afloat.
Remedy.fm and its financial
supporters have not been
immune to the current economic
climate, prompting the station
to search for new donors. The
situation became more urgent

in September when Taylor
University Broadcasting, Inc., an
affiliate and outreach of Taylor
University, voted that Remedy.
fm needed to either secure
additional financial support by
Jan. 31 or close its doors.
Although this turn of
events may seem to bode ill for
Remedy.fm’s future, the station
employees and supporters are
optimistic.
“Remedy.fm remains hopeful
that we will be around for years
to come,” said station director
Clinton Faupel. “Our number
one desire is to provide Jesus
Christ, the ultimate remedy, to a
generation of teens that is deeply
in need of a Web destination
that will encourage them to live
their life on purpose and not by
accident.”
While the station was unable

to provide specifics, the search
for potential sponsors has been
promising. News organizations
such as the Journal Gazette and
the Chicago Tribune recently
covered the situation.
“The coverage got the
attention of people,” said Taylor
University President Eugene
Habecker. Remedy.fm was
founded “with a lot of wonderful
gifts,” Habecker said, but when
the economy started to slow last
October, “funding started to dry
up.” Various individuals have
been stepping up to support
Remedy.fm, and as many as 50
prospective donors have been
approached.
Remedy.fm was established
in October 2007 with the mission
of ministering to teenagers in
a modern and effective way.
Founders pitched the idea to

their nonprofit parent, Taylor
Broadcasting, who agreed to
come on board if Remedy.
fm could generate $500,000
through donors. Remedy.fm
has also been supported by
Taylor University, who made
a $300,000 donation in May
of this year. Remedy.fm is so
innovative because it addresses
an area in evangelism that can
often slip through the cracks:
the Internet.
“One of the things the
Christian community has not
gotten on board with is using
the Internet as a ministry tool,”
Faupel said.
By providing an interactive
experience that utilizes teenage
mainstays such as music and
chat,
Remedy.fm
reaches
an audience that might not
have been open to the gospel

originally. That audience is
growing daily – over one million
visitors have logged on to the
site from all 50 states and 99
countries.
Habecker said he remains
optimistic for Remedy.fm’s
future and believes that the
station will continue to be viable.
Although the station’s future
remains a mystery, it is clear
that Remedy.fm has created a
legacy that has touched many
for the better, regardless of this
situation’s outcome.
Citing Remedy.fm’s track
record,
Faupel
concluded,
“We do not believe that a
million listeners, thousands of
confessions, and a book full of
online conversations took place
in vain.”
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Taylor alum and former Crip unite for hope
Founding member
of the Crips
partners with World
Impact
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
A hardened, tattooed gang founder
and a clean-cut, white missionary are
an unlikely pair. Yet a calling to reach
the streets of Los Angeles has united
them.
Bob Engel, a graduate of Taylor
(‘82), and Zane Smith, one of the
founding members of the original Crips,
had different journey leading them to
ministry to the inner city.
For Engel, a senior-year trip to
Newark, N.J., to visit World Impact
ministries inspired him to commit his
life to the poor and oppressed.
The decision cost him his
engagement. He explained that when
his ﬁancee learned of his call to urban
ministry, the relationship “ﬁzzled out.”
Not one to be deterred, Engel graduated
and rode his bicycle from Upland to
California to join World Impact full
time. He served with the ministry
around the country, met his wife, and
now resides in southern California,
working as the Northwest Regional vice

Provided by Bob Engel

Bob Engel (’82) and Zane Smith
president and coordinator of church
planting efforts for World Impact.
The streets of the inner city were not
the most natural location for Engel.
“I never did drugs – my strongest
drink is a Dr Pepper,” he said. “I am the
opposite of the city, but you go where
the Lord calls you go.”
Engel’s perseverance paid off. He
is now mentoring future and current
church leaders.
“[The pastors] just don’t have the
resources. Some of these pastors work
80 hours a week and they’re in places
where there’s a lot of need and struggle
and conﬂict and chaos, but they just
love the world,” he said. “I’m able to

Panel speaks on homosexuality

come alongside them.”
It was while teaching in a class for
these pastors that Engel met Smith.
A friendship and mentor relationship
quickly formed.
“Bob is always clowning. He’s a
great comedian,” Smith said. They meet
regularly to discuss ministry and talk
about life.
These meetings are the epitome of
diversity. If Engel took a traditional
path to ministry, Smith’s has been
anything but orthodox.
Smith grew up in the area where
the borders of Compton and Los
Angeles meet, in the district of Watts.
His neighborhood was at the center
of the Civil Rights movement in Los
Angeles. Smith witnessed the events of
the infamous Watts riots from his front
porch. As a young child, he recalls being
just around the corner from a murder
connected with the riots.
“I heard the shot, and ran around
the corner, and saw him lying there,
and there were tears rolling down my
face,” he said.
This introduction to violence was
only the beginning; it began to permeate
his entire life. It even followed him onto
the athletic ﬁeld. When Smith was about
nine, he joined a Pop Warner football
team. His coach and the coach’s brother
were leaders in the Black Panther
movement.
When
Smith
recognized
his
coach’s brother as a Black Panther, he
approached him to join.
“He said to me, ‘Baby boy, you’re a
little young to join,’ but he gave me a
little red book ... the ‘Little Red Book’
of China by Mao Zedong. This book had
quotations in it like ‘Together we stand,
divided we fall’ and ‘There’s power
in numbers.’ These quotations, many

years later, helped me organize the
Crips,” Smith said.
From this initial encounter, Smith
got his friends to create a gang that
called themselves the Baby Black
Panthers. However, he explained that
at the time there were many small
neighborhood gangs, usually of ﬁve to 10
members, that would organize to defend
themselves. The gang phenomenon had
not reached the level of mass violence
as it would later in Smith’s life.
While a football star in high school,
Smith made numerous relationships
with gang members in his community.
His junior year, tensions rose between
several local gangs. A gang called the
“Piru Street Boys,” who would later
form the Bloods, got into a ﬁght with
several of Smith’s friends over a jacket
and some clothes that had been stolen
from Smith.
Because leaders of the Piru Boys
knew Smith from football, they
approached him with their concerns
that the violence was escalating.
“We formed the ﬁrst peace treaty.
Out of that peace treaty, the Crips were
formed,” Smith said.
As the Crips organized, uniting
gangs throughout Los Angeles, Smith
acted as a recruiter and coordinator. He
suggested the gang leaders meet every
week in order to stay united.
“I started recruiting, and within
a month, I had recruited over 300
guys. Within a year, there was about
1,000 guys calling themselves Crips
throughout L.A.” Smith said.
While the gang was originally
formed for mutual protection, the Crips
soon began to take a violent turn. In
1972, several of Smith’s fellow gang
members piled into a car to settle a
dispute with an individual with whom

they had a feud. Smith stayed home
that night with his girlfriend, but when
they returned, the gang members told
Smith they had killed the man. At that
point, Smith recognized the Crips were
only destined for violence.
“I had to walk away from the Crips,”
he said. “I thought walking away would
be enough.”
Smith became involved with Rejoice
in Jesus Ministries, a local organization
that helped him give his life to the Lord.
While Smith faced his personal demons
– drugs and his past as a founder of
the Crips – his life today is devoted to
keeping children out of the gangs.
“Spiritually, I know that I’ve been
accountable for what I’ve been [and]
done. I want to put the top on the can of
worms I helped open up in my youth,”
he said.
Smith is using his relationships with
former gang members to reveal the
destruction gang life brings.
“This is something God has put on
my heart to do, to go into the prisons
with cameras. I want to talk to guys in
the prison who have been locked up
for 30 years for murders,” he said. “We
have to show the kids the true story.”
Engel and Smith share a heart to
transform cities.
“We need to have hope about what
is happening in our cities and even the
world,” Engel said.
Smith sees his former gang life
as something God gave him so that
he could later bring his fellow gangmembers to see the truth.
“All things work together for the
good for those who are called according
to his purpose,” he said. “Even the bad
things work together for the good.”

Transforming
Timmy Huynh

Missy Chambless, Director of
American Ethnic Student Programs,
moderated a panel discussion
comprised of retired faculty member
Joyce Helyer, social work professor
Rukshan Fernando, philosophy
professor Jim Spiegel, and Kyle
Keating, member of Ball State’s
Campus Crusade for Christ. The
panel spoke to students about
homosexual issues in the church
and community last night in Rediger

Auditorium. Discussion included
questions such as “How should
Christians interact with the gay
community?” and “How should a
Christian respond to gay marriage?”
Students had the opportunity to
ask follow-up questions at the end
of the discussion. The event was
organized by TSO as an effort to
widen students’ perspectives on
issues within different cultures and
lifestyles.

HEALTH, from page 1
this debate is the proposal of regulated
markets that would help people shop for
coverage both from private insurers and
a government-run option.
Yale University political science
professor Jacob Hacker is the chief
architect of the idea. “The goal of public
plan choice is healthy competition—that
is, competition to make Americans better
cared for and more secure,” he said in a
policy report that came out this spring.
Another problem with the current
system is that many people who could
afford health insurance do not purchase
it until they need it. This leads to
high costs for insurance companies.
Under the legislation, the government
would impose ﬁnes on individuals
and employers who do not purchase
insurance.

Currently, the hottest debate is
surrounding the so-called “public
option.” Many fear it would lead to
government-run hospitals.
Another key issue is whether or not
the government-run coverage would
cover the cost of abortions. The “public
option” and abortion issues have many
conservative Democrats in the Senate
threatening to rescind support of the
legislation.
Critics of the legislation point out
that this could hurt the economy
and stretch the budget deﬁcit. Most
Republicans in Congress currently
oppose the legislation.
When the dust settles on the health
care legislation, Americans could be
looking at a revolution in the way they
visit the doctor.

"I was drawn to Grace and the area by its cost eﬀectiveness.
What’s kept me here are the gifted professors. Their formidable
academic knowledge has been matched only by their
spirituality. They are fully engaged in ministry themselves and
personally care about my spiritual development. Outside of
classroom, we discuss and pray over the joys and the struggles
of ministry. I receive great encouragement from them. I will
continually look back on this time with deep gratitude."
Kenneth Hurne, Grace Seminary Student
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• Ministry Focused
M.A., M.Div., D.Min. on-campus programs available.
Two M.A. programs offered online.
FOr more Info
Contact:
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gts.grace.edu
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China takes new steps in space program
By Jack Galbraith
Contributor
Over the last 50 years, China started
to reinvent its space program. The
program, which began the same time
as the People’s Republic of China
came into power during the reign of
Mao Zedong, has become something
more than a Chinese nuclear weapons
initiative. It is helping China to quickly
become a leading world power, right
behind Russia and the U.S.
Two weeks ago, the United States and
China signed a joint statement calling
for the two countries to discuss space
exploration and continued cooperation over space science. John Logsdon,
a space policy analyst, says this will be
an effective decision, allowing both the
U.S. and China to communicate easily
under the principle of “transparency”
between the two nations.
Gen. Kevin Chilton, commander of
U.S. Strategic Command, said that
the U.S. desired more information on
China’s goals and reasons for the advancement.
“Where they’re heading ... is one of
those things that a lot of people would
like to understand better,” he said.

According to an article written for
BBC, Xu Qiliang, air force commander
of China’s People’s Liberation Army,
said, “Military competition has shifted
towards space. Such a shift is a major
trend now, and such expansion is a historical inevitability. To some extent, if
you control space you can also control
the land and the sea, and you will be in
an advantageous position.”
David Finklestein, director of China
studies at CNA, a nonproﬁt research
organization, China’s push for space
development is part of a plan of “global
commons,” according to CNN. This
commons includes space, maritime
and cyberspace development.
China has a mixed history when it
comes to the development of its space
program, but it recognizes it is currently an important trend to follow.
“This shift [toward space exploration] is a strong trend, this expansion
is natural, this development cannot be
reversed,” Qiliang said.
With a rapidly growing country and
economy, the idea of competition with
other nations in the ﬁeld of space is just
one of the ways that China can gain
control, power and world recognition.
Considering China’s tremendous gains

“I can conﬁrm we have now well
over 20 countries that are indicating or have already indicated
they intend to increase the
amounts of forces they have in
the country in Afghanistan.”
-NATO spokesman James
China’s ﬁrst lunar probe was launched on Oct. 24, 2007.
over the past few years, the question is
simply this: Will China become a threat
to the U.S.?
The country already began development on offensive weapons in orbit, an
idea that seems even more formidable
than a nuclear-equipped China. With
the progress, there is a fear that China
could become too powerful and use that
power against the U.S. The U.S. hopes
that China’s gains will be the gains of
the United States as well.
Statements from China claim the
program as a peaceful one, but other

CNN.com

nations are still cautious.
According to the Associated Press
China has several goals for the program. The country’s second lunar probe
will be launched next October. The
program also hopes for an unmanned
moon landing by the end of 2012.
There are plans to send missions to explore the moon and return with surface
samples by 2015, have a manned lunar
mission by 2017, and building a station
for orbit.

Encouraging global missions: Urbana 2009
By Kara Hackett
Contributor
Powerful speakers, multicultural
worship, and profound Bible study are
only a few attributes that describe the
Urbana experience. Geared toward college students interested in participating

in “God’s global mission,” Urbana is a
ﬁve-day missions conference hosted by
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. The
conference, held every four years in St.
Louis, Mo., provides cutting-edge information about global missions, since
1946, with nearly 20,000 people in at-

tendance each year.
Over a dozen Taylor students plan to
attend Urbana 2009, Dec. 27-31. According to Danielle Green, co-director
of Global Outreach, a division of Taylor
World Outreach, the conference received positive reviews in the past.

"I chose to pursue my masters at Grace because of the Prayer in Counseling class. I was very impressed with
a school that put special emphasis on prayer. I have learned much about counseling, but I feel that I have
learned much about myself. Even more important, by example, my teachers have shown how well Jesus has
enabled them to love others. I thank God for directing me to this program.”
Becky Stetson, Student
Graduate Department of Counseling and Interpersonal Relations

•
•
•
•

M.A. in Counseling
M.A. in Interpersonal Relations
Scripturally based
Focused on each student’s personal & spiritual growth

CACREP Accreditation The Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP), a specialized accrediting
body, recognized by the Council for Higher Education (CHEA), has granted accreditation for the M.A. in Counseling Degree in Mental Health
Counseling at Grace College.

Contact Chris Plack at
800-372-5100, ext. 6005
plackcm@grace.edu
Web site: www.grace.edu
Telephone: 866.974.7223
200 Seminary Drive,
Winona Lake, Indiana 46590

“Urbana sent Global Outreach an email about the conference, and we became interested,” she said. “A group of
students went to the last Urbana, and
we heard very positive things from
them.”
Helping God’s people respond to
their callings, Urbana provides participants with the opportunity to investigate what God is doing in their lives
and around the world. The speakers for
the conference were all chosen for their
unique cultures and experiences, making the conference multicultural and
multinational.
Although speakers vary between
conferences, the overall structure of
the program remains the same. Each
morning at Urbana begins with an
inductive Bible study led by an InterVarsity staff member. Participants are
then given time for personal reﬂection
and small group prayer before heading
to the morning session. These sessions
take place every morning and evening,
providing time for large group worship and presentations by designated
speakers. This year’s focus of study will
be focusing on the gospel of John.
Afterward, participants have a lunch
and head to afternoon seminars and
Tracks, which are special interest
groups participants can sign up for
during registration. Those who choose
to do so live together during the conference and attend specialized seminars
on issues relative to their interests.
Those who do not pick a Track have the
opportunity to attend seminars are organized by “majors,” or subject areas,
to help them ﬁnd topics that suit their
interests.
During evening sessions, participants
listen to different speakers discuss the
designated “Issues in Focus.” For Urbana 2009, these issues include movements of peoples, money, environment,
and divisions between peoples.
Throughout the conference, representatives from more than 300 missions agencies and educational institutions are available for career advice

On This Day in History
Dec. 4
1918

U.S. President Woodrow Wilson set sail for France to attend
the Versailles Peace Conference. Wilson became the first
chief executive to travel to
Europe while in office.

1942

U.S. bombers attacked the Italian mainland for the first time
during World War II.

1965

The U.S. launched Gemini 7
with Air Force Lt. Col. Frank
Borman and Navy Cmdr. James
A. Lovell on board.

1977

Jean-Bedel Bokassa, ruler of
the Central African Empire,
crowned himself emperor in a
ceremony believed to have cost
more than $100 million. He was
deposed two years later.

1993

The Angolan government
and its UNITA guerrilla foes
formally adopted terms for a
truce. The conflict was killing
an estimated 1,000 people per
day.
www.on-this-day.com

and networking. For students who are
unable to attend, Global Outreach provides events on campus.
“Global Outreach brings awareness
about issues like human trafﬁcking,
genocide, child soldiers, and global
inequality by holding events during
the Taylor school year,” Green said.
“Attending the events is a great way to
become educated about the issues, especially if you cannot attend Urbana.
The conference is every four years, but
interested students can go to www.urbana.org for more information about
future conferences.”
Although Urbana is intended for college students between the ages of 18
and 30, it is open to people of all ages
and ethnic backgrounds who are willing to learn more about global realities
and their place in God’s plan.
“Taylor University is proud of its
ability to provide opportunities for
students to become globally engaged,”
Green said. “We want to help students
become globally engaged by learning
about issues like poverty, inequality,
and business as missions at the conference. As an organization, Global Outreach ... cares about not only making
students aware of global problems, but
also providing students with an outlet
to learn about the issues in detail so
that they can go into the world and help
solve the problems.”

Graduation ceremony bombed
Somalia- A suicide bomber attacked a
graduation ceremony on Nov. 26. The
attacker was disguised as a veiled
woman. The explosion left at least 10
people dead, including three Somali
ministers.

Money scandal being investigated
Japan- Yukio Hatoyama, Japan’s prime
minister, is being questioned on his role
in a large money scandal. Supposedly
millions of dollars were improperly reported, and Hatoyama may have had a
hand in it.

President’s return to ofﬁce denied
Honduras- On Nov. 25, the Honduran
Congress voted almost unanimously to
keep its former president out of ofﬁce.
Manuel Zelaya was being considered
for ﬁnishing his last two terms in ofﬁce.
The 111-14 vote decided against his returning to ofﬁce.

West bank housing halt
Israel- The Israeli government decided
recently to stop constructing new housing in Jewish settlements in the West
Bank. On Nov. 25, Israeli police began
arresting settlers to enforce the freeze.

Ethnic riot aftershocks
China- Chinese courts are still debating over ethnic riots that took place in
July. On Nov. 26, a court sentenced
ﬁve people to death for killing a police
ofﬁcer and for other crimes during the
riots. Two others were sentenced to life
in prison.
Former Congresswoman tries again
Phillipines- Imelda Marcos submitted
her papers to try for a seat in Congress.
Marcos, widow of the former President
Ferdinand E. Marcos, has been in Congress before, but now hopes to serve
for a different province.

WORLD

Appathurai on the new troops

Pledge to aid American war effort
Afghanistan- President Hamid Karzai
has pledged to assist the American war
strategy. As willing as Karzai appears
to help America, allegations are that he
has not shown an effort to take care of
corruption in his own government.
Witness protection program
Mexico- The witness protection program in Mexico City was called into
question after a fatal shooting involving
a former police ofﬁcer. The ofﬁcer was
arrested last year for suspected drug
ties, and it is suspected that his death is
revenge for the information he revealed
after his arrest.
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Freshman reflect on first semester

A Winter
Blunderland

After four months of adjusting, growing, classes and craziness, the class of ’13 is excited for more
by Caitlin Wilson
Contributor

by Josh Kennedy
Online Co-Editor

speed winds as an opportunity. Man has always dreamed of flying,

You’re not required to stay inside for the next four months. If you

Bell Tower rings, are you listening?

and Taylor men have long-striven to reach new heights. You, too, can

insist on risking your life by venturing outside between now and

Cold wind stings; snow is missing.

join these giants of innovation by following these easy steps.

April, be sure to carry an extra face with you, should the one you’re

It’s a beautiful sight

First, obtain the following: one 10-by-10 tarp, four 6-foot ropes and

If we don’t die tonight.

goggles.

Surviving Taylor’s winter blunderland ...

currently wearing be shorn clean off by the wind. I’ve witnessed this
tragedy many times over the years, and believe me: There’s nothing

1. Attach rope to each corner of the tarp. Use double knots.
2. Tie bottom two ropes to ankles, making sure your feet receive

It’s almost that time of year again. Don’t let Al Gore or global warm-
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circulation.

more heartbreaking than watching a close friend be defaced.
The Indiana winter isn’t entirely hated by humanity. Some people

The freshman 15.
Awk walks. Quick
picks. Airband practices. Procrastinating on studying for that biology test that’s in three hours. Staying up until
four in the morning because you’re playing
“Call of Duty 2” (if you’re in Sammy), or you’re
talking for hours on end with the girls in your
suite (if you’re in English). For the seniors,
these are distant memoriess, but for the freshmen, they happened just yesterday. In less
than two weeks, their first semester will draw
to a close.
For Miles Fogle, a freshman sociology major,
the past 14 weeks have been full of memories
and lessons.
“The biggest adjustment since the semester
began is learning to say no,” said Fogle, who
lives on BroHo. “I have the opportunity to do
stuff with the floor, work at IT, classes, intramurals, and sports. Here, there are things that
demand my time; I need to be committed and
to be able to respond.”
Alyssa Beck, a freshman accounting major,
says her first semester has turned out much
differently than she ever thought it would.
“When I visited Taylor on an official visit in
high school, I was put in the lounge to sleep,
and the upperclassmen didn’t even try to interact with me,” she said.
The Second West Olson resident wasn’t sure
what to expect from the upperclassmen this
year but has since changed her mind. “Moving

here has made me realize how much these girls
are like a second family, and I love them all so
much!” Beck said.
Cornfields are nothing new to the 356 out of
486 freshmen who hail from the Great Lakes
region, who know how to find something their
own entertainment on the weekends.
“A couple of guys and I went to Fort Wayne
to laser tag from 9 at night until 1 in the morning,” Fogle said, laughing. “One of my favorite
memories was beating a group of 15 fourth
graders there. Eventually, they tried to [join]
our team because we were owning them.”
Beck made her own memories while trickor-treating through the dorms with two other
girls and while participating in a Second West
Olson tradition: ’80s roller skating.
“That was fun,” she said. “[We] dressed up
crazy and made fools of ourselves in front of
these kids who could roller-skate 10 times better than we could.”
For both Fogle and Beck, the academic side
of college has been surprisingly challenging.
“School been a lot more work than I was expecting. I thought college would be all social
life, but there’s a lot more homework that is
vital to your survival in class than there was in
high school,” Beck said.
However, that’s not to say that this year’s
freshman class struggles academically; everyone came in with great credentials. The class
of 2013 includes almost 50 high school valedictorians, 40.6 percent students who were in the

top 10 percent of their high school classes, and
an average SAT score of 1709.
When asked about how they have been growing spiritually this semester, both Beck and
Fogle had similar answers.
Fogle said, “1 John 2:6 [‘Whoever claims to
live in him must walk as Jesus did.’] has had
an impact on me. I’ve had hardships thrown
my way I’m taking too personally, and I need
to give those back to God. My problems are his
problems.”
As for Beck, she says God has been teaching
her to trust him with everything.
“I tend to want to hold onto control,” she
said. “He’s been teaching me that he can do
such a better job in every aspect of my life than
I could ever do by myself.”
Like most freshmen, the coming three-anda-half years at Taylor are still unclear; majors,
friendships, and dreams may change, but the
freshmen are optimistic. Fogle hopes his next
few years at Taylor will include applying to be
a PA, waking up later than 8 o’clock for classes,
and offering freshmen the same friendship he
was shown.
Beck’s plans include more crazy times with
the girls on her wing, classes that actually pertain to her major, and studying abroad in Ireland.
Beck seems to sum up the class of 2013’s attitude at the end of this semester. “I know it’s
cliché to say, but I honestly can’t wait for the
rest of my experience at Taylor!”-

The Adventures of Alissa & Adrienne
Gas City Park Christmas Lights
If the lack of snowfall has hindered your Christmas
spirts, lift them with a trip to Gas City Park after sundown. The park has set up a colorful display of Christmas lights that is really quite impressive (and quite
free).
We drove down a path that winds through lighted
figurines of holiday favorites like the Nativity scene,
reindeer, and snowflakes, intermixed with unique characters like a brontosaurus dinosaur and several semitractor trailers.
Some of the more spectacular sights included a
whale “spouting” water and a rollercoaster with a real
“moving” car along its tracks. There are places where
you can pull off the path and contemplate the beauty.
Gas City Park is only minutes away, so throw on
your tackiest Santa sweater, pack into a car with your
friends, stop by The Jumping Bean for some cocoa,
crank up the Christmas music (that is playing on every
station), and head over. It’s cheap entertainment at its
finest.
Next stop: Helping Hand

!

YO, ADRIENNE

(AND ALISSA)

enjoy the freezing cold. That’s because they’re from up-state Michigan

ing fool you – winter is coming. And oh baby, it’s coming fast. The

3. Put on goggles.

and don’t understand that there is more to this world than snowmo-

Yo, Adrienne!

frost is on the pumpkin – or at least it would be, if the wind didn’t

4. Grab hold of remaining two ropes and stand in a high-wind area,

biles, hunting and beer (non-alcoholic, LTC-abiding beer, of course).

My roomie’s studying abroad second semester and my

While these coming months are going to make you wish you were a

hall director is letting me choose between an unknown

pulverize the pumpkin into little sand-like bits of death that get stuck

preferably somewhere that the whole student body can watch.

in your eyes as you walk from Sammy to the DC.

5. Fly.

bear, I have a few suggestions to help you make the best of it:

If you’ve never had the pleasure, nay the obligation, of experienc-

In addition to aero-acrobatics, Taylor’s winter is also a great time to

ing a Taylor winter, I would strongly urge you to apply for a semester

learn a trade, like plumbing. There is nary a more therapeutic activ-

abroad before it’s too late – somewhere that doesn’t invoke suicidal

ity on this earth than welding, plunging, monkey-wrenching and ...

thoughts upon its weary, cross-campus travelers. While this might

whatever else plumbers do. If trade work isn’t your style, you might

seem a little over-the-top dramatic, I challenge you to simply enjoy a

take up something more domestic, such as knitting or wood whittling.

walk from English to Metcalf – without wishing you could tear your
ears from your skull or wanting to shovel hot coals into your sleeves in
order to sustain the remaining feeling left in your extremities.
While many worry about potential frostbite, others see the high-

transfer and a smelly (though nice) guy from another

1. Spend time baking cookies or cakes or fritters or whatever with

wing. Who should I choose?

friends.

-Wants A Single

2. Have a snowball fight, but dress warmly. Ask senior Chris Snader
about the time his face became paralyzed.
3. Read a book. “Twilight” does not count.

Dear Wants A Single,

These are great conversation starters and are easy on the wallet. They

4. Have a movie marathon. I’ve found that the “Lord of the Rings,”

Although this is quite a predicament, not many peo-

also provide opportunities to make loved ones fantastic and ornate

“Harry Potter,” and “Die Hard” movies draw the largest crowds. “Twi-

ple are as lucky as you to have a choice. It really de-

Christmas presents. Contact Taylor University President Emeritus

light” does not count.

pends on what kind of person you are. This guy from

Dr. Jay Kesler for apprenticeship opportunities.

another wing, you say he’s nice, so you must know

5. Get engaged. Ha. I’m just kidding. But seriously.

him at least a little bit. When you go to restaurants,
do you get the same thing every time, or do you try

Students rate professors on the Web

something new? The answer to this question might
be the answer your problem. If you don’t like trying
new things, I would say pick the smelly guy. If you

RateMyProfessors.com invites students to give each other the ‘heads up’ about potential professors
It’s that time of year

by Adrienne Chaudoin
Life & Times Co-Editor

when you sign up for
classes for next semester, but don’t know which

leave comments. This freedom of student speech makes
some professors uncomfortable. Taylor professors and pro-

to learn more? Or, if you are apathetic to the content, what

fessors at other universities express the same concern: the

about the attractiveness of the professor? The Web site rate-

website is just a place for disgruntled students to lash out at

myprofessors.com is designed to help students with such de-

their professors.

Run by MTVu, MTV’s university channel, RateMyProfes-

section of the site. It reports that 65 percent of the ratings are
positive. It also says the site has people who review the com-

fessors. Students can find professors by searching for them

ments before they are posted to ensure they are clear of libel

by name or school. According to the site, the database in-

or slander. Also, if a comment is posted that a professor dis-

cludes “over one million professors from 6,000 schools. Over

approves of, he or she can e-mail the site to have it removed.

3,000 student comments are added daily.”

The Web site additionally includes a “Professors Fight Back”

Senior biology major Caitlin Knowlton has never been to
the site, but says her friends at state schools like Ohio State
University frequent it.
“That’s how all my friends tell me they choose their classes,” she said. “They won’t sign up for a class before consulting
the site.”

echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com

ment on specific ratings they have received.
While countless videos have been uploaded featuring refut-

osmosis

all nighters

buy teachers
christmas presents

taping your eyes
open

prayer

trying to study in
Union

Smarties

cramming at
breakfast

sitting next to a nerd

studying in bed

regular Coke

“study groups”

ing professors from different schools, our professors haven’t
gone that far.
When asked about the site, a few Taylor professors share
similar opinions. One professor anonymously responded saying they “don’t look at the site and stick to course evaluations
at the end of the semester for student opinions.”
“Basically, the site doesn’t legitimize my teaching,” said

For students who attend larger universities, the site is like

communication arts professor Donna Downs. “We all have
bad teaching days, courses that we wish had gone better, stu-

word-of-mouth conversations to be organized. But because

dents we wish we could have reached, but just could not find

Taylor is a small school, students learn about professors eas-

the connection.”

ily through word of mouth rather than a Web site. And, out-

Most likely, RateMyProfessors.com has neither a positive

side of general education courses, we don’t often get a choice

nor negative impact on students and professors. But since its

of professor.

controversial beginning in 1999, the site has left its mark on

However, Taylor can be found on the site along with rat-

the Internet world.

ings for 152 of our professors. Senior psychology major Jen-

Similar sites like

nifer Richards says she has used the site to pick a class. “I had

Pick-A-Prof,

never heard of the professor, so I went to the site to see if he

Inkampus,

was on there. He had good reviews, so I chose the class.”

RateYourTeachers.com have been

professor and course, she hasn’t gone back to the site since.

spawned with sim-

“That happened my freshman year, and after that I started to

ilar intentions.

Final Exam Study Preparations

M
I
S
S
E
D
CONNECTIONS

and

Although Richards said the ratings accurately portrayed the

According to the site and student ratings, physics professor

Answering your
questions one round
at a time.

series, featuring video interviews with professors who com-

a giant conversation with fellow students. It’s a platform for

hear about professors through friends,” she said.

prints on your keyboard and pillowcase, it’s
only for one semester, right?

RateMyProfessors.com addresses the issue in the “FAQ”

sors.com allows students to anonymously review their pro-

and whether the professor is “hot or not.”

transfer. Even if he ends up leaving Cheetos

and should be viewed as “opinions and judgments.”

want an easy class, or a hard one where you’ll be motivated

the required text for the course, if attendance is mandatory,

erything-on-the-menu guy, then ask for the

The site itself claims to be “not really” statistically valid

classes, but you don’t know what you’re looking for. Do you

Students judge professors on several characteristics: easi-

him of his offensive odor. If you’re the try-ev-

whole.”

Students are invited not only to give ratings, but to also

ness, helpfulness, clarity and rater interest. The site also lists

doesn’t get offended easily and you can inform

the comments might not be representative of the class as a

class to choose. There are two Contemporary Christian Belief

cisions.

become close enough, maybe you’ll find out he

As a comeback,
anonymous

pro-

Ken Kiers has the No. 1 rating at our school. He even has a

fessors created the

chili pepper by his name indicating that not only is he a good

blog “Rate Your

professor, but an attractive one.

Students” to make

Kiers was surprised to learn of his rating, but regarding the

fun of and com-

site, he notes “any information taken from it needs to be tak-

ment on students’

en with a grain of salt, since it is probably pretty anecdotal.

complaints

Only a few students from any given class might respond, so

behaviors.

Hopeful hand brushes, encouraging eye
contact, and stirring second glances
Comic by Eric Walton
Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.
com and we’ll connect you. If you have an encounter of your
own, one of your friend’s, or a made up one, let us know the date,
location, and a brief recap of the encounter so we can post it in
next week’s Echo as a comic strip.

and
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FANTASTIC
MR. ANDERSON
Forty-year-old directing marvel Wes
Anderson has done it again … and it is
fantastic.
In his sixth full-length film, Anderson
has broken the mold from the previous
five flicks in numerous ways. In his first
animated film, Anderson encompasses
the aesthetically heart-warming visuals
that have become commonplace; yet
rather than transferring real life onto his
canvas, he has simply crafted his own
world.
“Fantastic Mr. Fox” bleeds with the
hot colors that Anderson is so fond of:
streaming reds, vibrant oranges, and
shining yellows. Although Anderson’s
craftsmanship for dialogue is my favorite
in the business, I could have watched
this movie on mute.
The “stop-motion” style of caricature
is exactly what animation these days
has lost: fantasy and quirkiness. Pixar

may be groundbreaking, but often its
creations are too lifelike for me to even
experience the pretend world that I rely
on animation to whisk me off to. If I had
to compare it to anything, I would categorize “Fantastic Mr. Fox” as a blend of
“Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer” and
“Wallace and Gromit.”
Another new accomplishment for
Anderson is that after five consecutive R-rated films, he has successfully
created a PG-rated movie that is at the
very least equal to its predecessors.
Based on a Roald Dahl tale that you
may or may not have read in first grade,
“Mr. Fox” is surely appropriate for all
ages, yet may not be intriguing for all
audiences.
Introduced by five previews advertising
the newest dime-a-dozen animated films
and another disgustingly stupid Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson attempt, I couldn’t

help but smile at how miscategorized the
film had been. If there was ever a PGrated movie for adults, this is it.
To maintain an ambiguous MPAA
rating, Anderson brilliantly and hilariously
inserts the word “cuss” instead of using
actual swears and downplays all sexual
innuendo. By all means the movie is
harmless, yet it is so intellectual that
children are left questioning their parents
after every scene and never figuring out
what the word “existentialism” means.
Lastly, Anderson capitalizes on using
a screenplay for which he did not write
the original story. Nevertheless, the

interactions of characters are signature
Anderson: subtle, shallow and awkward. While it is more cheerful than any
of the other Anderson flicks, watching
the characters converse might remind
you of the first time you ever worked up
the nerve to comment on the weather
to that cute girl in Olson you’ve been
eyeing for the last three months. Yeah,
awkward.
And for all you Andersonians out
there, possibly the best part about the
movie is that Wes once again finds
space for his favorite actors. Bill Murray
and Jason Schwartzman, both beloved

Anderson pawns, star.
Favorites Owen Wilson and Willem
Dafoe make comical cameos as well.
George Clooney plays a wonderfully
youthful Mr. Fox, and Meryl Streep is
a lovely new substitution from Anjelica
Huston, the lass Anderson typically
employs. For me, the funniest character
of all may be the type-casted Jason
Schwartzman, the eternal girly-man.
The casting is perfect, the animation
rocks, and the dialogue is … well, it’s
Wes Anderson! Stop reading this stupid
article and go see it already!
Zack Wildman

FACEOFF: PRECIOUS
ANDY SHARKEY
“Precious,” based on the novel
“Push” by Sapphire, is a gem film
about someone who is resilient beyond
any fathomable scope.
Claireece “Precious” Jones, 16,
faces hell in the welfare-inundated projects of Harlem, N.Y. Her agony seems
to persist beyond what an audience
member would consider tolerable.
Her mother, Mary Lee Johnston,
serves as a traumatic reminder of the
persistent evil that is domestic child
abuse. Precious is told she is unintelligent, worthless, impure and useless,
after she endures physical and sexual
abuse.
However, misery is contrasted with
hope when Precious’ dreams are
revealed to a depressed audience. Her
spirit does not wilt when the weight of
her own personal crises encroach. In
the most desperate scenes, Precious
sees beyond her present reality and
into a world where men respect instead
of defile her, and where people see her
as a beautiful gift instead of a tragic
dilemma.

VS

Precious is illiterate, but she is talented at math. She lies to her abusive
mother in order to attend an alternative school, where she is fostered by
a teacher who sees potential in her.
Everything starts to change once Precious realizes the unconditional worth
her classmates and teacher see in her.
Precious’ crises are too numerous
and integral to the story to elaborate
upon further. The story itself pushes
the envelope for what movies are supposed to depict, as most distributed by
Hollywood producers over-idealize the
American dream instead of depict its
current, stymied reality.
Despite the tragedy one emotionally
encounters throughout the film, “Precious” gives Americans an opportunity
to do some soul-searching for what resilience means in third-world America.
Hopefully this story helps audiences
realize what a precious gift life is, because hope often determines our ability
to live past adversity.

COLBY SPEAR
Maybe it was the overabundance of
praise and accolades I heard and saw
for the film “Precious” that set me up
for my disappointment, or maybe it had
to do with the fact that Oprah Winfrey
co-produced the film. (When was the last
time I wasn’t disappointed by an episode
of her daytime television melodrama?)
Regardless of the causal factors, I
found “Precious: Based on the Novel
‘Push’ by Sapphire,” to be quite a
letdown. “Precious” gives the audience a
peek into the life of Claireece “Precious”
Jones, an overweight teenager living in
New York City who cannot read or write
and is pregnant with her second child.
This child was conceived as a result of
her father raping her.
The film follows Precious as she attempts to leave the depraved dysfunction of her home life with an abusive
mother, to a place where she can reside
without fear of being raped or physical
assaulted and somewhere she can learn
to read and write.
The producers and directors of this
film hold no bars when it comes to
depicting the traumatic experiences
Precious undergoes in her everyday
life, from her mother trying to drop a
TV on her, to Precious throwing up in

Monster Monster
The Almost

San Francisco Panorama
McSweeney’s

The Almost’s new album brings back a familiar edge,
only this time, it is empowered by the jingle of the background tambourine.
Aaron Gillipsie’s new album, “Monster Monster,” speaks
to the stagnant generation of our day. In the headlining track, “Monster Monster,” the infamous Underoath
singer belts lyrics about getting away from the old self and
seeking the new self. The following track, “Lonely Wheel,”
focuses on putting down the stuff in life that can distract
from daily troubles and keep one from facing them head
on.
The album carries that same Almost allure through
every track and offers bits of acoustic licks making tracks
diverse in sound. Die-hard fans will also appreciate the final three heart-felt tracks on making life changes. Gillespie
ends the album with “Monster,” a song about reclaiming
and realizing his identity in Christ.
Overall, the album is amazing, capturing individual
listeners, but also a general audience. “Monster Monster”
is dynamic, building depth off of each track until the end,
leaving the listener with nothing to do but listen again.

If technology has its way, come 2016, The Echo will
be read about as often as the hymnals in chapel. Campus news will either be reported through small implants
behind our ears, or we’ll all be dead from some disease
spawned from terrorists licking raw bacon.
Indulging in this kind of apocalyptic thinking can be
fun, but sometimes it’s good to be hopeful for a change.
The literary journal McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern is
leading the charge in this respect, publishing a 320-page
monster of a Sunday newspaper to prove that print journalism’s still got a lot in its tank. Called the San Francisco
Panorama, the paper (which goes to print this week) features original content by Michael Chabon, Stephen King,
George Saunders, Junot Diaz, James Franco, Dave Eggers and William T. Vollmann among many, many others.
While McSweeney’s is known for its unusual innovations in printing (one issue I received earlier this year
came packaged as a pile of junk mail), the ambition
alone of the Panorama is enough to restore a great deal
of faith in newsprint. And the good news is you don’t
need a subscription to get a copy, so I urge you to visit
store.mcsweeneys.net and order one today.

Thomas Vick
Steve Etheridge
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a trashcan after eating too much fried
chicken. It is scenes like these, interwoven through the narrative, that encourage the audience to cheerlead from
the sidelines for Precious as she works
through classes at an alternative school
and makes strides toward getting herself
away from her malignant family life.
One of my complaints of the film,
though, is that for the amount of sensory battery the audience undergoes
by watching this film, the resolution’s
emotional payoff does not seem to fit the
crime. Viewers of this film are dragged
through the hell on earth that Precious
experiences and subsequently shocked
into silence without being given much
breathing room to understand the gravity
of what is transpiring.
Secondly, I cannot help but wonder
how this film will affect perceptions of the
African-American community and innercity plight at large, as intense scenes
from “Precious” elicited just as much
laughter as they did tears in the theater
when I saw the film. After leaving the
theater, my mind was a headache of adjectives trying to describe what I had just
seen. Unfortunately, the word “precious”
was not one of them.
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Hard rags, hard life The room fine conspiracy

By Thad Harmon
Columnist
This past summer, while spending an
embarrassingly characteristic afternoon
in the Midland Library, I was fortunate
enough to look through the glass of the
sunroom, out onto the field, where I saw
two fawns ambling gracefully. Apart
from Bambi and picture books, I had
never before seen deer so young.
Eventually, I broke my gaze and
looked around to see if anyone else was
joining in my pleasure. A young girl and
I made eye contact, and she giggled with
delight, turning back to watch the deer
slowly walk about.
An elderly gentleman glanced up from
his paper, saw the deer, and quickly returned to his reading. I found his apparent disinterest staggering.
Had he seen too many fawns in his
day? Were they really that mundane to
this man? As I stood by the window, enamored with these fledgling creatures, I
could not help but wonder what moved
in me that ran stagnant in the old man.
It seems that all too often, I hear some
effervescent Christian brother speak to
me about the inevitability of the future,
about the sovereignty of Christ, about
the elect. And I wonder, just as I wondered at that man who wouldn’t look,
what it is that truly keeps a man from
God.
I know, I know, we could talk about
sin and the nature of choice, but we’ve
all been down those roads, and rarely do
they intersect. I’m simply sitting here,
wondering diligently at a God so far beyond the understanding of the man —
so evident to those who know him, and
so distant from those who don’t.
Does God keep some from accepting
him? Does he hold them at a distance
their entire lives? Does he damn them
at birth?
The Bible speaks of God hardening
hearts. A story that is particularly poi-

gnant to me is that of Pharaoh: “And God
hardened Pharaoh’s heart.” I remember
a groggy Sunday school morning when a
kind woman spoke of the Hebrew word
for “hardening of hearts.”
She said it should be thought of less
as a stone metaphor and more as a rag
metaphor. She conjured an image of a
wet rag being slowly wrung dry, tightening toward desiccation.
To her, “And God hardened Pharaoh’s
heart” should not be thought of as an
act of divine intervention in a singular
moment, but rather as the culmination
of Pharaoh’s life events, attitudes or beliefs, finally drying the rag completely,
leaving him blind to God.

“Does God
keep some
from accepting
him?”
I can’t speak to the accuracy of her Hebrew interpretation, nor to her exegesis,
but I can tell you that I’ve never heard
that anywhere else. Whether or not it’s
true, it puts salvation into perspective.
It seems that just as God aligns circumstances for the seeming benefit of
some individuals, he then must also
align circumstances for the seeming
detriment of others. I think we all get a
chance.
Perhaps Pharaoh was simply not
equipped to believe at that time in his
journey. Perhaps God had orchestrated
his entire life so that he wouldn’t believe
in those moments, so that he couldn’t
believe. After all, things would have
been quite different if he had.
I don’t know about that old man. I
don’t know why he didn’t look. Maybe
he had seen many fawns in his day.
Maybe he simply wasn’t interested.
Maybe his heart had been hardened for
that moment. Or, maybe, he just wasn’t
looking.
Whichever way, I’m sure he’s had a
chance, and that counts for something.

Fame obsession

By Stephen Groves
Co News Editor
I’ll admit it. I secretly desire the spotlight. I occasionally glide my way down
the D.C. steps imagining the entire
student body has halted their chickenwrap gorging to witness my celebrity
appearance.
I ask God why he didn’t give me a musical gene so I could rock out at My Gen.
(Not even dancing skills so I could star
in Airband?) Maybe I could say a really
profound prayer in chapel? A guest appearance on a relationship panel? Anything, please.
Our culture has shown a recent obsession with attention. One has to look
no further than the Salahis’ apparently
Bond-like maneuvers to sneak into a
White House party. Or how about sending police and rescuers on an aeronautic chase by claiming your 6-year-old
son is in a run-away balloon?
There’s unwanted attention, too. Tiger Woods’ late-night crash into a tree
outside his driveway has turned into a
national investigation.
So what is it with the fame? Humans
need and long to be noticed. We want
others to know we’re alive, to be affirmed that we’re important. That’s
where families and friends come in.
However, our obsession with fame is
a distortion of this need. Does it matter
that people we hardly know recognize
us or care about our lives?
The high school popularity contest
of trying to sit at the “cool table” may
seem trite now, but in what areas of our
lives has it continued? The Salahis tried

sneaking into the cool table. Grown-ups
are risking criminal charges just for a
spot on the nightly news.
It happens on our campus too. We
study the campus social scene, know
the names of off-campus houses, buddy
up with fellow campus celebrities, or
apply for leadership positions that we
don’t know anything about. In fact, I’m
planning out an open house entirely devoted to me. You’re all invited.
Some of these things aren’t necessarily bad, but they are frequently done
with the wrong motivation.
The desire to be famous is nothing
new, but our society has taken it to
an extreme. We’ve lost our roots and
identity trying to reinvent ourselves as
something nice, something people will
like, or at least envy.
An obsession with fame does not reveal a dynamic personality, but it portrays a lack of confidence in who we are
at the core. If we can invent a personality and be known for what we do rather
than who we are, this will hide what is
really inside.
But our identity should be found in
Jesus Christ. He is the only one who really matters. In Joshua 6:27 (NIV), we
see a biblical celebrity.
“So the LORD was with Joshua, and
his fame spread throughout the land.”
The Lord being with us is the key to
real fame. When this reality sets in, we
realize that we are good enough. In fact,
we’re famous in his eyes. We develop
friendships that really matter. We have
real impact in others’ lives. We love
each other.
When we have a grounded view on
fame, we’re free to really have fun without worrying about our imagined paparazzi. People will notice, and you will
garner a unique, genuine fame. A fame
that comes about for the right reasons.
And if that doesn’t work, at least I got
my picture in The Echo.

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu
by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 350
words. Due to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles
that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.

By Nick Davis
Columnist
Last year the cost of tuition to attend
Taylor University for two sublime semesters was like $30 million. OK, fine,
it’s expensive to attend a small private
college/liberal arts university/the number one school of all Midwest baccalaureate colleges (which, by the way, none
of us has figured out what that means).
I don’t mind shelling out a few extra
(thousand) bucks to get the red-carpet
treatment here in Upland, but there’s
annually one thing about my final billing statement that’s really salt in the
wound of my pocketbook: room fines –
to be specific, the $34.67 I was charged
for some nebulous/nondescript/shady
marks, scuffs and stains that magically
appeared in my room.
Room fines, in these tough economic
times, are the next growth industry for
thrifty universities. And why shouldn’t
they be? They have the perfect captive
market of students who’ve signed a
contract promising not to scratch the
posh antique furniture that accompanies each luxurious dorm room.

Taylor would be absolutely crazy not
to take advantage of this arrangement.
But, as I now know well, they are not
crazy, because they are taking advantage of this arrangement.
Here’s how it works. You arrive in the
fall, ready to get all the crap out of your
parents’ mini-van and into your room.
Upon arriving, however, you are bombarded with the entry paperwork that
says you promise to take good care of

“Whatever the
case, room fines
are lame.”
your room furnishings.
You’re given this little green card to
check off pre-existing damages to your
room and then, and only then, are you
actually allowed to move your stuff in.
In the rush to get settled, you couldn’t
care less about this innocent card. Is
that a scuff? Naw, it looks like a shadow. What about that mark on the desk?
Hmm, probably just the grain of the
wood. Oh, well, c’mon roomie; let’s get
crackin’!
And so you foolishly enter a bad deal
by signing your name (and more of
your money) over to the hall directors
and their team of fine-mongers at the

end of the year. That scuff/shadow you
saw at the beginning of the year? That’ll
cost you $5. The mark on your desk?
What, are you crazy? That’s deliberate
destruction of property. Add another 10
bucks to your bill.
And so it goes. You’ve gone, and
they’re left here to tabulate fines without you ever being the wiser until your
mother opens a very important looking
envelope from Taylor containing a bill
for $34.67 that you’re left scrambling to
explain. (Carol – my mother – wasn’t
pleased.)
These shenanigans beg one very
important question: Where is all the
money going? We can only assume that
when we calculate all the fine money up,
it’s a significant amount. I, of course,
have a few theories on where it’s being spent. It’s either a) accumulating in
a Segway fund for the campus cops so
that they stop wasting all that gas driving in circles around the Loop; b) paying for the new pasta bar in the D.C.; or
c) footing the bill for the Science Center
(which could be, consequently, why it
still hasn’t been built).
Whatever the case, room fines are
lame. This year I drew a work of art on
the back of my green card (not my immigration one), that expertly points out
the 1,256 scuffs, marks and scratches
around my room so that I won’t get
fined. As a fair warning, I’d suggest you
do the same.

What it means to run
By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
An 18-year-old is no more a man than
a dollop of batter is a cupcake. Beyond
the legal capacity to take advantage of
Vegas, the significance of the Age of
Majority is pretty meager.
Yet on campus there’s a thorough
alignment to the “men’s” and “women’s” ministry designations, which isn’t
necessarily harmful or anything, but
sometimes just sounds a little silly.
College, as far as I can tell, is one of
the purest chapters in the human childhood experience, as the sudden absence
of parental supervision allows for such
yearned-for freedoms as noxious calorie intake, laxity in oral hygiene, membership to Bedside Baptist, etc.
Unlike generations prior, we have no
large national cataclysm or conflict that
demands our growing up. One can just
as freely volunteer for military service
as they can for a feckless existence in
Moms’ and Pops’ basement, foregoing
field rations for Cheesy Double Beef
Burritos and Red Bull.
The consequence of this freedom is
distorted notions of honor and duty,
in which childlike mentalities can be
preserved well throughout successful careers and whatnot, and classical
achievement of manhood can be evaded
to the grave.
But one annual event here in the

Bubble convinces me that the forces of
courage that compelled our ancestors
through the battles and horrors of their
times exist innately within each of us
and can be conjured just as readily. I’m
talking about the Boxer Run.
For those freshmen and transfers
yet unaware, the Boxer Run accompanies the year’s first significant snowfall,
when Morris guys stampede through
the frozen night in only their skivvies
and tennis shoes, and Wengatz guys —
menacing and fully-clothed — assemble like a fleet of linebackers to exact
serious physical punishment on their
brethren.

“College, as far
as I can tell, is
one of the purest
chapters of the
human childhood
experience ...”
It is a brutal spectacle: the savage
collisions, the involuntary discharge of
lung content, the reddened complexion,
the Little-Engine-like persistence, the
limping, the mania of combat, the artless moxie. Bones break, noses bleed.*
Cursing is permissible.
To outside parties (i.e., pink-Canonwielding voyeuristic females stationed
in or around the Galleria), I imagine, it
must seem like little more than idiocy,
like a senseless tradition of a senseless
rivalry.

And truthfully, having lived in both
Morris and Wengatz, logical validity
has pretty much nothing to do with it.
Yet all the symbology of war – the tribalism, the inevitable pain, the impersonality – it begets a certain condition
of the human spirit that seems to transcend the meaninglessness, making the
Run somehow important.
And it’s courage, I believe, not idiocy,
that keeps the tradition alive. This is
why it’s always the real intelligent ones
with their teeth chattering in the lobby
beforehand, doubting their urethral
stability, recognizing that prolonged
exposure to forthcoming conditions can
actually result in death.
Just as females tend to sentimentalize love, male passion is correlated with
guts and the exertion thereof. There’s a
primal impulse within us to conquer, to
dabble in danger, to assert toughness
without cause or justification. We’re
more Old Testament than New.
There’s a terrible romance to it all
that makes things like pugilism and
automobile accidents on television so
compelling. But beyond the undignified glory, a sense of duty exists, to accept the consequences, whether pain
or humiliation, and charge through the
snowy night, responding to manhood.
And for as deranged as a near-naked
skirmish in the throes of winter might
seem, and despite all the eye-rolling
from the uninitiated reading this in the
D.C., the Boxer Run exists as this campus’ one true men’s fellowship.
*Three years ago I recall a Penthouse
resident – let’s call him Phil, because
that’s his name – swinging around a
tube sock full of D batteries.

Ho ho ho(pe) beyond Christmas

By Holly Murphy
Columnist
In this Christmas season, I believe
it is an appropriate time to question
what hope really is. We repeatedly hear
encouragement from both Macy’s and
mothers to write out what we hope
for this Christmas – what we want the
fictional, jolly, heavy-set man with his
reindeer and elves to bring.
Children get on Santa’s lap and list
what they want from his workshop,
what they hope they will find under
their trees and in their stockings.
But when the season ends, and we
pack up our lights and inflatable snowmen, do we box up hope as well? And if
so, has hope become a seasonal spirit,
something more dependent on our environments than our inner selves? True
hope has become a rarity in most of
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our lives, and those who disagree often
hold a very limited conception of what
this virtue actually is.
I believe an individual’s hope to be
deeper than emotionalism or a holiday’s ambiance. It is rooted in faith,
and thus, only as strong as the faith
that drives it. This faith, I propose, can
be measured through the individual’s
control as well as their motives.
The first part, control, is often uncomfortable to us. Most of us have seen
dishonesty in everyone from our own
house to the White House, and so we
find it easier to exercise control rather
than submission. Because of this, our
hope is often replaced by goals. Hope
depends on the planner, their pursuit,
and the one able to bring about this desire.
In contrast, goals eliminate this third
component, for they only involve the
planner and their pursuit. Because the
individual has complete control here,
there is no need for faith. And so as
long as one hopes, they will have a third
party, a willing submission of control,
and therefore faith.
Hope’s second element that shows its
need for faith is motivation. Hope is at

its purest when one is not simply hoping for something but rather is hoping
because of something.
Through this, their hope is not a
stimulus to the object they are hoping
for but rather a response to the object
they are hoping in. In exercising this
motive, the individual cannot help but
also exercise faith.
For example, a child would not write
to Santa Claus, hoping for things, unless they believed in him in the first
place. A Christian would not plan to
store up treasures in heaven unless
they believed in heaven. So as we refine
our motives, at the same time, we develop our faith.
Therefore, let us not bury our hope
beneath the nostalgic memories of
Santa’s workshop. Let us not leave it
under our pillow with our baby teeth or
hide it with our Easter eggs or wish on
it with shooting stars.
As we are prone to replace our Christmas lists with our ambitions list, let us
not replace hope with goals. We must
not neglect the capable God we serve,
the God worthy of our faith, worthy of
response, worthy of our hope.
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Trojan athletics show improvement
By Jake Sittler
Contributor
Unless you are an athlete,
you, like the rest of us, only see
the results. We are not in the
locker rooms; we are not there
for the offseason workouts; and
we don’t participate in the daily
grind of practices.
We see the box scores, the
wins and the losses, and we assume that is all there is to it.
We’re excited for those wins,
but we do not comprehend how
much work it takes.
Both the Taylor women’s soccer team and the football team
have enjoyed successful seasons over the past two years.
But a culture of winning doesn’t
develop overnight – it takes
hundreds of hours of work by
players and coaches.
Soccer senior forward Allie
Guion has put in hard work and
long hours for four years and
has seen her share of success
and struggles.
“My freshman and sophomore years, we won two or
three games, and really had a
lack of leadership,” she said.
During those two seasons,
the Trojans followed the direction of part-time coaches, who
could not invest a lot of time in
the team during the offseason.
In the fall of 2008, Guion’s junior year, Scott Stan took over
the head coaching position and
began the process of changing
the leadership and mindset of
the entire program.
“Coach Stan came in and
worked a lot on our conﬁdence,” Guion said. “One thing
he would do is have us say one
[thing we did well] after each
practice.” Guion also said Stan
emphasized developing individual skills as well as the spiritual well-being of the team.

week in review
Men’s Basketball
(6-3, 0-2)

Football head coach Ron Korfmacher enjoys the moment after his season-ending
upset of St. Francis.
“The girls were fairly low in
conﬁdence,” Stan said. “They
were dealing with part-time
coaches and they felt neglected.
They were dying to play for
a program that cared about
them.”
In 2008, the soccer team won
11 games, an eight-game improvement over the previous
season.
This year the Trojans won
seven games, but, according
to Guion, played higher quality non-conference opponents.
Stan said his team’s level of
talent allowed them to schedule and compete with ﬁve
teams that were either nationally ranked or receiving votes at
some point.
The football team’s improvement may be more noted
among the student body, but
their ascent followed relatively
the same pattern.
When Ron Korfmacher was
appointed head coach before
the 2008 season, the Trojans
had a combined record of 3-18
over the previous two seasons.

In his ﬁrst season, the team
came out and defeated Anderson in the Wagon Wheel game.
Though they would ﬁnish the
season 2-8, the tide had begun
to turn: These Taylor Trojans
can win.
This year, Taylor enjoyed their
ﬁrst winning season since 1999,
ﬁnishing 7-3 and completing
the season with a convincing
23-16 win over perennial NAIA
powerhouse Saint Francis. Korfmacher was also named the
American Football Coaches Association Regional Co-Coach of
the Year.
When asked about keys to the
change in the culture of Taylor
football, Korfmacher was quick
to point out his staff and senior
leadership.
“First of all, it’s the staff; we
try to enable and empower our
players. But the group of seniors in 2008 left a lot behind
and really invested in the team,”
Korfmacher said. “This upcoming group has a lot of hard work
and competitiveness too.”
Quarterback Shaun Addison
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is among the group of players
going into their senior year.
This past offseason, the team
began to realize that their hard
work was going to pay off.
“We had known for a long
time that we were a very talented group of men,” Addison said.
“The hard work and dedication
shown during our offseason really made guys realize that we
are a good football team.”
Senior wide receiver Trevor
Terrell spent two years with Korfmacher and added that “the
coaching staff deserves a lot
of credit for the way that they
managed the team and consistently gave us a chance to win
every game. This gave us the
conﬁdence to be able to close
out games. ... There was a different attitude on the team this
year.”
Both Stan and Korfmacher
have proven to be the right men
to lead their respective programs, and they have groups
of athletes willing to put in the
hard work necessary to produce
a legacy of successful seasons.

The men’s basketball has
been on a crazy ride for the
last 13 days. With a tough
loss against No. 12-ranked
Huntington on Tuesday, the
Trojans completed a fourgame stretch in which they
went win, loss, win, loss.
The stretch started out with
a hard-fought 63-60 win at
Indiana Tech. Three days
later, the team traveled to
Saint Francis where they lost
66-83. They followed that
with a thrilling overtime win
against Purdue-University
Calumet 84-75. Finally, TU
ended the stretch with a
66-71 loss to the Huntington
Foresters.
Upcoming games:
12/5 3 p.m. @
No. 25 Spring Arbor
12/11 6 p.m. vs.
Ohio State Marion
(Ivanhoe’s Classic)

Women’s Basketball
(6-2, 2-0)
Following a tough 61-73
loss against Cedarville, the
women’s basketball team
has ripped through a fourgame winning streak. The
streak started with a 91-52
dismantling of St. Maryof-the-Woods College Nov.
21. That was followed by
back-to-back overtime wins
against No. 16 Saint Francis
(84-73) and Walsh University (82-81). The team then
capped it off with 58-55 win
at Huntington.
Upcoming games:
12/5 1 p.m. vs. Spring Arbor
12/9 7 p.m. vs. No. 12 Aquinas College

Volleyball
(37-6, 8-0)

With their 3-0 victory over
Mobile (Ala.), the Trojans
advanced to the ﬁnal 12 of
the NAIA National
Tournament.

Upcoming games:
12/4 vs. No. 6 Lee

*MCC game

XC trudges through the mud
By Andrew Morgan
Contributor
Taylor seniors Alyssa Johnson, Tom Robertson and Michael Pabody ran their ﬁnal
collegiate cross country races
last Saturday, as they represented the women’s and men’s
cross country teams at the
NAIA Men’s and and Women’s
Cross Country National Championships in Vancouver, Wash.
Along with the seniors, sophomore Ashley Henry and junior
Isaac Bryan raced in the ﬁnal
competition of the year.
The conditions were wet, and
the mud proved detrimental for
the hundreds of long-distance
cleats digging into the surface
of the course.
“It was a very tough course,

both in the layout and condition,” men’s head coach Ted
Bowers said. “It was very
muddy, slowing times down by
about one minute.”
Pabody guided his pack of
three through the messy course,
as Robertson and Bryan followed in the 323-man race.
“This trio has been a lot of
fun to be a part of this year,
and running together has deﬁnitely helped us perform better
by working together in practice
and in races,” Pabody said. “It’s
always helpful to see teammates running next to you during a race.”
Pabody ﬁnished the 8-kilometer course with a 26:32,
while Robertson followed with
a 26:54 and Bryan with a 27:24.
The men ﬁnished 96th, 144th

and 195th respectively.
“I was very pleased with our
performances at Nationals.
Isaac had some back issues that
hurt him, but all three guys felt
good about their race,” Bowers
said.
During the women’s 5-kilometer race, Johnson and Henry
fought through the same conditions, competing against the
other struggling runners on the
course.
“With mud up to our ankles
the entire race, we did our best
to ﬁnish strong,” Johnson said.
Johnson ﬁnished with a time
of 19:27 and placed 61st in the
race, while Henry ﬁnished with
a 20:11 and placed 143rd in her
ﬁrst trip to Nationals. Johnson
managed to place just one spot
lower than the previous year,

but was happy to return close
to that spot, despite the harsh
conditions.
“Because the course was such
a mess, we could only strive to
measure up with the gals from
our conference whom we had
run against before,” Johnson
said. “I believe Ashley and I
both beat some more girls from
our part of the country, which
was encouraging after running
in those messy conditions. “
The men’s team ﬁnished
their season second in the MCC
Championships held on Nov.
7, while the women ﬁnished
fourth overall in the conference
matchup. Many of the runners
will take a short break before
beginning the winter track season later in the year.
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ATHLETEoftheWEEK
BethanyBallard

Name: Bethany Ann Ballard
Sport: Basketball
Year: Senior
Residence: The Treehouse (off campus)
Favorite YouTube video: “Single Ladies Gone Wrong”
Concert wish list: Michael Jackson. Oh, wait ...
Most played CD on your iPod right now: One Republic
(“Waking Up”) and Christmas music! ’Tis the season.
Least favorite thing about Indiana: Humidity
Most creative D.C. meal: I’ve been told I make a pretty great
peanut butter chocolate cake milkshake.
Weirdest dream you ever had: I was stuck in the Candyland
board game being chased by Lord Licorice.
Nicknames: Double Beezy, B, Baller, Bees
Favorite movie: “Christmas Vacation”

Volleyball advances to NAIA ﬁnals, ﬁrst time in 12 years
By Julia Berger
Sports Co-Editor
After winning the MCC Championships on Saturday, Nov. 21,
the Taylor volleyball team trav-

eled to the NAIA Volleyball National Championship in Sioux
City, Iowa, and successfully
defeated two out of the three of
opponents they have faced thus
far.

Coming into the tournament,
players and coaches expected a
higher level of play because all
teams have made it to this point
with a large amount of talent
and drive to win.
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The volleyball team celebrates the winning point that sent them to the NAIA National Tournament in Sioux City, Iowa.

“There is a lot more pressure [at Nationals]. Intensity
is something you can control,
though, and our team has been
able to control that all season,”
junior offensive hitter Jackie
Geile said.
On Tuesday afternoon, the
Trojan women prevented Vanguard University (Cal.) from
overpowering the Taylor’s defense. As a result, Taylor won
the match in straight sets (2523, 25-18, 26-24).
“We came out ready to go and
came out fast. We had complete
control over the ﬁrst set,” head
coach Brittany Smith said. “Statistically, we didn’t do great,
but we kept control and won
the match.”
Throughout the match, the
team was able to play at the level they trained for in their practices and games this season.
“We played really well,” sophomore offensive hitter Kelsey
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Pritchard said. “We did well
what we’ve consistently worked
on throughout the year.”
The following day, the Trojans
lacked the level of teamwork
they typically have and were
unable to move past California
Baptist University. The Trojans
lost 25-19, 25-20, 25-22.
“It wasn’t really clicking
for us right away,” Geile said.
“When we would start to come
back, something always fell
through.”
“Players tried to make things
happen, but instead of working
together and for each other, it
was a disjointed unit,” Smith
said. “The fact that we were so
close and we got better, if we
could have forced one more
game, I think we could have
turned it around.”
Yesterday, the team wanted to
prove that they were better than
they had played on Wednesday.
The Trojan women stepped

onto the court poised and conﬁdent against Mobile University
(Ala.) and defeated their opponent 25-17, 25-22, 25-20.
“I thought they would give a
little bit more ﬁght,” Smith said.
“I think there was a little bit of
intimidation from our team toward them.”
Although the Trojans have
won two games fairly easily,
the level of play is more intense
than any team they have faced
prior to the national tournament.
“Teams at Nationals are all
teams that have a lot of depth
and aren’t willing to lose and all
know what it takes to win,” Pritchard said.
The team will work together
today to face No. 6-ranked Lee
(Tenn.) in the quarterﬁnals. A
win would put the team into the
Elite Eight.

